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Abstract. A multiple-vehicle type reactive dynamic user equilibrium model with physical queues is presented. The
single-vehicle type cumulative flow given by Newell is extended into multiple-vehicle types. The flow conditions for
multiple-vehicle types on link can be divided into two classes: Class 1 is a congested condition � various types of
vehicles cannot overtake; Class 2 is an uncongested condition � each type of vehicles can run according to each type
of free-flow velocity. Further, multiple-vehicle type reactive dynamic user equilibrium condition is described.
Finally, one iterative algorithm is proposed, and the results show that the model can demonstrate multiple-vehicle
type physical queue conditions among the links and multiple-vehicle type reactive dynamic user equilibrium
condition.
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Introduction

Dynamic traffic assignment method as the core theory

of intelligent transportation system can predict the

network traffic conditions and further ease urban traffic

congestion. Dynamic traffic assignment consists of two

parts: one is network traffic flow simulation model

which can model the changes of network traffic condi-

tions and another is traveler’s choice behavior model

which simulates the tendency of traveler’s travel choices.

In general, these traveler’s choice behavior models

can be classified into two classes: one class is predictive

dynamic user equilibrium model which requires that

the travelers take the travel choice decisions according

to actual travel time at the same time. Further, some

researchers (Ran et al. 1993; Ran, Boyce 1996; Huang,

Lam 2002; Lo, Szeto 2002; Szeto, Lo 2004; Nie, Zhang

2010) have paid attention to predictive dynamic user

equilibrium problems. Another is the reactive dynamic

user equilibrium model which assumes that each tra-

veler chooses the shortest path from the decision node

to destination according to instantaneous travel time at

each time instant. Ran and Boyce (1996) presented a

reactive dynamic user equilibrium model based on link

and path. Kuwahara and Akamatsu (1997) presented a

reactive dynamic traffic assignment with point queue

and further presented an iterative algorithm based on

the time decomposition. Li et al. (2000) presented a

discrete time reactive dynamic user equilibrium model

with deterministic point queue which was then for-

mulated as a variational inequality problem over a

polyhedral set by constructing a new network. But

these formulations didn’t consider the physical effect of

queuing, since a queue physically backs up and may

reduce the link capacity of the upstream link, and then

the traveler’s choice behaviors may be affected. There-

fore, Kuwahara and Akamatsu (2001) integrated the

cumulative curve method presented by Newell (1993)

into a reactive dynamic user optimal assignment in

considering physical queue; Gentile et al. (2007)

presented a dynamic network model which simulated

the propagation of congestion among adjacent links

due to queue spillovers according to the link cumula-

tive curve. However, Kuwahara and Akamatsu (2001)

and Gentile et al. (2007) only have paid attention to

single vehicle type analytical dynamic traffic assign-

ment problem with physical queue.

Bliemer and Bovy (2003), Bliemer (2007), Li and

Su (2005), Li and Ju (2009) and Li and Xu (2009)

presented multiple vehicle type predictive dynamic user

equilibrium models with point and physical queues,

respectively. However, reactive dynamic user equilibrium

problem was not considered in these studies. Therefore,

multiple vehicle type reactive dynamic user equilibrium

models with physical queue is presented in this study.
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The remaining paper is organized as follows: First,

according to cumulative link vehicle and simple kine-

matics wave proposed by Newell (1993), a physical queue

discrete-time dynamic traffic network model with multi-

ple vehicle types is presented. Second, multiple vehicle

type reactive dynamic user equilibrium condition is

described and an iterative algorithm is given according

to the method proposed by Kuwahara and Akamatsu

(2001). Finally, numerical examples illustrate the simpli-

city and applicability of the proposed approach.

1. Model formulation

Consider a road network G (N,L), where N and L are

the finite sets of nodes and links, respectively. In our

setting, nodes are the locations where vehicles enter or

leave links, the links with directions are connected to

nodes. Let R and S be the sets of origin nodes and

destination nodes, respectively, Let r and s represent

an origin and a destination, apparently, r �R and s �S.

Here, Let I denote the set of all vehicle types and

include passenger cars, trucks, and public bus, etc.

Denote pcui: as the passenger car equivalents the

parameter of vehicle type i.

Notations. The variables used in the formulation

include the following:

N � the finite sets of nodes;

L � the finite sets of links;

R � the sets of origin nodes;

r � an index denoting an origin;

S � the sets of destination nodes;

s � an index denoting a destination;
I � the set of all vehicle types;

i � the vehicle type, i 2 I ;

qi (x, t), ki (x, t), vi (x, t) � flow, density, and speed of

vehicle type i in the space�time domain (x, t),

respectively;

qtot (x, t), ktot (x, t), vtot (x, t) � total flow, total density,

and total speed in the space�time domain (x, t),

respectively;

pcui � passenger car units of vehicle type i;

kcr
tot � the critical density of mixed type;

vi � the free flow speed of vehicle type i;

wtot � the backward wave speed of total flow;
Ai(x, t) � the cumulative flow of type i on x�t plane;

Atot(x, t) � the total cumulative flow on x�t plane;

k
jam
tot � the maximum congested jam density of total flow;

(m,n) � the link from entry m to exit n;

Ai(x, t), Ai(n, t) � the cumulative flow at link entry m

and link exit n by time t, respectively;
um;n

i tð Þ, vm;n
i tð Þ � the link actual inflow and outflow at

time t on link (m,n), respectively;

d � the length of discretized unit time interval;

X m;n tð Þ � the total possible link inflow rate at time t on

link (m,n);

Sm;n
in � the entry capacity (link storage capacity) of link

(m,n);

Y m;n
i tð Þ � the possible link departure flow rate of type

i at time interval t on link (m,n);

qm;n
i tð Þ � the queue vehicle number of type i at time

interval t on link (m,n);

um;n
i tð Þ � the actual link inflow rate of type i at time

interval t on link (m,n);

vm;n
i tð Þ � the actual link departure flow rate of type i at

time interval t on link (m,n);
Y m;n tð Þ � the total link departure flow at time interval

t on link (m,n);

Y m;n;j tð Þ � the total turning flow at time interval t from

link (m,n) to link (n,j);

Cm;n
out tð Þ � the actual link exit capacity at time interval

t on link (m,n);
Sm;n

out � the link capacity on link (m,n);

Y m;n;s
i tð Þ � the possible exit flow of type i on link (m,n)

for destination s at time interval t;

vm;n;s
i tð Þ � the actual exit flow of type i on link (m,n) for

destination s at time interval t;

qn;s
i tð Þ � the trip rate of type i generated from node n to

destination s at time interval t (given);

u
n;j;s
i tð Þ � the actual inflow of type i on link (n,j) for

destination s at time interval t;

qlm;n tð Þ � the mixed queue length on link (m,n) at time

interval t;

qm;n tð Þ � the total queue number on link (m,n) at time

interval t;

tm;n
i tð Þ � the travel delay of type i on link (m,n) at time

interval t;

sm;n vm;n tð Þð Þ � the speed of the mixed queue on link

(n,m) at time interval t;

vm;n tð Þ � the total link exit flow on link (n,m) at time

interval t;

t
p;ms
i tð Þ � the instantaneous travel time to traverse path

p from node m to destination s for type i at time

interval t;

Pms � the path set from node m to destination s;

f
p;ms�

i tð Þ � the inflow rate of the travelers for type i

entering into path p between node m and destination s

at time interval t;
qms

i tð Þ � the demand of type i between node m and

destination s at time interval t;

tms
min;i tð Þ � the minimum instantaneous travel time of

travelers of type i between node m and destination s at

time interval t.

With the first-order traffic flow Lighthill�
Whitham�Richards (LWR) model, many simple traffic

problems can be represented analytically such as a

shock formation. However, the original LWR model

cannot predict some nonlinear phenomena such as

two-capacity, traffic hysteresis, and platoon dispersion,

and so on. Therefore, some researchers extended the

first-order traffic flow model into multiclass one, each

vehicle type is only characterized by their flow�density

relationship. The model given by Wong, G. C. K. and

Wong, S. C. (2002) consider the distribution of hetero-

geneous drivers characterized by their choice of speeds
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in a traffic flow, which reflects the dynamic behavior of

heterogeneous users whereby faster vehicles could

overtake slower ones under different traffic conditions.

Following the similar ideas, some researchers (Lebac-
que et al. 1998; Zhang, Jin 2002; Zhu et al. 2003;

Ngoduy, Liu 2007; Ngoduy 2008) used different

methods to reflect the differences among different

type of vehicles. Logghe and Immers (2008) proposed

a unified framework for the different existing multitype

extensions of the kinematic wave theory and proved

that the differences of all models lied in the assumption

on how several vehicle types interact.
However, the previous models could only apply

to road traffic flow simulation and did not take into

account the network traffic. In this study, the single

vehicle type cumulative curve method proposed by

Newell (1993) is extended into multiple vehicle type

conditions, Further the theoretical analysis is given for

the multiple vehicle type dynamic traffic network

model with cumulative curve presented by Li and
Xu (2009), Li (2010) and then the multitype dynamic

traffic network model with diverge and merge nodes is

integrated (Bliemer 2007; Li, Xu 2009).

Let qi (x, t), ki (x, t), vi (x, t) be, respectively, the

flow, density, and speed of vehicle type i in the space�
time domain. The total flow, total density, and total

speed on a highway section in the space�time domain

can be defined as qtot (x, t), ktot (x, t), vtot (x, t).
From the law of conservation of vehicles, the

conservation equation for each vehicle type can be

written as follows:

@ki x; tð Þ
@t

þ @qi x; tð Þ
@x

¼ 0; 8t; x; i: (1)

The relationship between densities and speeds for

each vehicle type is:

qi x; tð Þ ¼ ki x; tð Þ � vi x; tð Þ; 8t; x; i: (2)

In previous studies, many methods were used to

reflect the differences among various types. In this study,

the passenger car units of vehicle type i, pcui, and the

speeds of different vehicles is used to show the interac-
tions of multiple vehicle types. In order to simplify the

following analysis, the mixed density, flow, and speed of

mixed flow can be represented as follows:

ktot x; tð Þ ¼
X

pcui � ki x; tð Þ; 8t; x;

qtot x; tð Þ ¼
X

pcui � qi x; tð Þ; 8t; x;

vtot x; tð Þ ¼ qtot x; tð Þ
ktot x; tð Þ

; 8t; x: (3)

1.1. Basic speed�density relationship

Different speed�density relationships will induce mod-
els with different features. Following Li and Ju (2009)

and Li and Xu (2009), multi-type speed�density

relationship can be seen in Figure 1. The characteristic

curves for multiple vehicle types can be divided into

two classes:

� Class 1 � when the density of mixed type is less

than the critical density, kcr
tot. Each type of

travelers can run according to their own char-

acteristics (vi is the free flow speed of vehicle

type i). For example, the fast vehicles run faster

than the slow ones.

� Class 2 � when the density of mixed type is more

than the critical density, various types of vehicles

cannot overtake on the congested part due to a

smaller distance between the vehicles, the back-
ward wave speed of total flow, wtot, under

congested conditions is similar and the speeds

of different types approach consistency.

In order to solve the above first-order LWR

models for multiple vehicle types, the single vehicle

type cumulative curve method proposed by Newell

(1993) is extended into multiple vehicle type conditions.

1.2. Cumulative flows

According to the cumulative flow of type i, Ai(x, t) on

x�t plane, one can obtain:

ki x; tð Þ ¼ � @Ai x; tð Þ
@x

;

qi x; tð Þ ¼ @Ai x; tð Þ
@t

; 8t; x; i: (4)

At the uncongested condition along the character-

istic flow of each type on x�t plane, the corresponding

flowand densityof each type keep constant. Therefore, the

cumulative flow of each type can be calculated as follows:

dAi x; tð Þ ¼ @Ai x; tð Þ
@x

� �
dxþ @Ai x; tð Þ

@t

� �

dt ¼ �ki x; tð Þdxþ qi x; tð Þ;

dt ¼ �ki x; tð Þ þ qi x; tð Þ � wið Þdx 8t; x; i; (5)

fl
ow

 (
ve

h/
h)

density
(veh / km)

Fig. 1. Basic speed�density relationship
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where:

wi ¼
dt

dx

� �

i

: (6)

According to Eqns (5 and 6), one can see:

dAi x; tð Þ
dx

¼ �ki x; tð Þ þ qi x; tð Þ � wi x; tð Þð Þ; 8t; x; i:

(7)

Because the free flow speed of type i, vi, is equal

to the wave speed of type i, 1/wi, at the uncongested

condition:

vi ¼
1

wi

¼ dx

dt

� �

i

: (8)

Then substituting Eqn (8) into Eqn (7), the below

equation can be obtained:

dAi x; tð Þ
dx

¼ �ki x; tð Þ þ qi x; tð Þ
vi x; tð Þ

 !
¼ 0; 8t; x; i: (9)

Similar with Newell (1993), the cumulative flow

of each type keeps constant along the trajectory of a

vehicle of each type at the uncongested condition.

At the congested condition, the backward wave
speed of each type is similar and equal to the

backward wave speed of total flow, wtot, according

to Eqn (5), the total cumulative flow, Atot(x, t), can be

expressed as follows:

dAtot x; tð Þ
dx

¼
d
P

i

pcui � Ai x; tð Þ
� �

dx
¼

X

i

pcui � �ki x; tð Þ þ qi x; tð Þ � wið Þ; 8t; x: (10)

Further, wtot ¼ w1 ¼ w2 ¼ � � � ¼ wn.

Therefore, Eqn (10) can be expressed as below:

dAtot x; tð Þ
dx

¼ �
X

i

pcui � ki x; tð Þ þ wtot �
X

i

pcui � qi x; tð Þ ¼

�ktot x; tð Þ þ wtot � qtot x; tð Þ ¼ �kjam
tot ; 8t; x; (11)

where: k
jam
tot is the maximum congested jam density of

total flow.

1.3. Multiple-vehicle type shock wave conditions

At the multiple-vehicle type dynamic traffic condi-

tions, if one should calculate more than one value of

the total cumulative flow Atot (x, t) at some (x, t) point

from different boundary data, one simply chooses the

smallest value. Therefore, the calculation of total

cumulative flow on link (m,n) can be expressed as
below. First, given the flow�density relationship as

well as the cumulative flow at link entry m, Ai (m, t)

and the cumulative flow at link exit n, Ai (n, t) by

time t. then, the total cumulative flow, Atot(x, t), can

be in principle be determined at any location x on link

(m,n) at time t. According to Eqn (9), one of the values

of Atot(x, t) at location x on link (m,n) at time t is

derived from
P

i

pcui � Aiðt� x
vi
;mÞ by the cumulative

flow of each type at link entry m; further, according to

Eqn (11), another one of the values of Atot(x, t) at

location x on link (m,n) at time t is derived from
P

i

pcui � Aiðn; t�
lm;n � x

wtot
Þ þ k

jam
tot � ðlm;n � xÞ by the

cumulative flow of each type at link exit n, where

lm,n is the length of link (m,n).

Further, the real value of Atot(x, t) can be

calculated as below:

Atot x; tð Þ ¼ min
X

i

pcui � Ai m; t� x

vi

 !
;
X

i

pcui�
(

Ai n; t� lm;n � x

wtot

 !
þ kjam

tot � lm;n � xð Þ
)
;

8t; x 2 m; nð Þ: (12)

If
P

i

pcui � Ai m; t� x
vi

� �
>
P

i

pcui�

Ai n; t� lm;n � x
wtot

� �
þ k

jam
tot � lm;n � xð Þ, then, the physi-

cal queue of the link exit will back up to x, otherwise,

total cumulative curve at location x and time t will

depend on the flow at link entry n.

1.4. Link outflow rate

A discrete time scheme is presented in this section in

such a way that the network equations are reformulated

so that they are consistent with the discrete time. Let d be

the length of discretized unit time interval. Here, it is

assumed that the study period is long enough to ensure

all travelers can exit from the network after the time T.
On the other hand, the duration of d is assumed short

enough so that the discrete-time model can approxi-

mately represent its continuous time counterpart. For

simplicity, the flow rate, either specified by link or by

path during a discrete interval is assumed to be constant.

First, the possible link inflow and outflow as

presented by Li and Xu (2009) is given; further, actual

total capacity is calculated according to node flow
assignment method in considering reactive dynamic

assignment; finally, each type of actual link outflow is

given.

Where the link actual inflow, um;n
i tð Þ, and out-

flow, vm;n
i tð Þ, at time t on link (m,n) can be expressed

as, respectively:

um;n
i tð Þ ¼ Ai m; tð Þ � Ai m; t� dð Þ

d
;

vm;n
i tð Þ ¼ Ai n; tð Þ � Ai n; t� dð Þ

d
; 8 m;nÞ; t; i:ð (13)
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1.4.1. Link possible inflow

The possible link inflow calculations of multiple types

are similar with that of single type. Under the multitype

spillback queue assumptions, the link capacity may
change over time since only a queue physically backs up

and may reduce the link capacity of the upstream link.

Following Kuwahara and Akamatsu (2001),

Gentile et al. (2007), Li and Ju (2009), Li and Xu

(2009), the total possible link inflow rate, Xm,n(t), at

time t on link (m,n) can be expressed as follows:

X m;n tð Þ ¼ a if b > c;
Sm;n

in otherwise;

�

8t; m; nð Þ;

a ¼
X

i

pcui � um;n
i t� lm;n

wtot

 !
;

b ¼
X

i

pcui � Ai m; tð Þ;

c ¼
X

i

pcui � Ai n; t� lm;n

wtot

 !
þ kjam

tot � lm;n; (14)

where: Sm;n
in is the entry capacity (link storage capacity)

of link (m,n), if a mixed queue reaches the link entry at

time t, the possible link inflow is restricted to the

actual exit flow rate at time t� lm;n

wtot
, otherwise, X m;n tð Þ

is equal to the link entry capacity.

1.4.2. Link possible outflow

Under multitype flow propagation conditions, the

possible link departure flow calculations of various

types are different due to the difference of the vehicles

free-flow velocity. The various types of vehicles enter-

ing into link (m,n) at the same time will arrive at the

link exit part at the different times.

The possible link departure flow rate of type i at

time interval t on link (m,n), Y m;n
i tð Þ, is consisted of

two parts; one is the actual link inflow rate of type i at

time t� lmn

vi
, um;n

i t� lm;n

vi

� �
, another is the queue

vehicle number of type i at time t�d,
qm;n

i t� dð Þ
d .

The equation is written as follows:

Y m;n
i tð Þ ¼ um;n

i t� lm;n

vi

 !
þ qm;n

i t� dð Þ
d

; 8t; i; m; nð Þ:

(15)

The queue vehicle number of type i at time t on
link (m,n), qm;n

i tð Þ is equal to the possible link
departure flow rate of type i at time t on link (m,n)
minus the actual link departure flow rate of type i at

time t on link (m,n) vm;n
i tð Þð Þ:

qm;n
i tð Þ ¼ max 0; d � Y m;n

i tð Þ � um;n
i tð Þð Þf g ¼

max 0; qm;n
i t� dð Þ þ d � um;n

i t� lm;n=við Þ � vm;n
i tð Þð Þ

� �
;

8t; i; m;nð Þ: (16)

The calculation method of the spillback queue

vehicle number is similar with that of the point queue

vehicle number; however, both meanings are distinct

in essence. Under the point queue concept, one
assumes a vehicle is a point without length; therefore,

a point queue vertically forms at the exit point of link,

however, a spillback queue forms horizontally.

According to the passenger car equivalents

parameter of each vehicle type, the total link depar-

ture flow, Y m;n tð Þ, at time t on link (m,n) can be

calculated as follows:

Y m;n tð Þ ¼
X

i

pcuiY
m;n
i tð Þ; 8t; m;nÞ:ð (17)

1.5. Node flow assignment

The method as presented by Li and Xu (2009) is used

in modeling the cell-based multitype node flow assign-

ment method. Under the multitype flow propagation

assumptions, actual exit capacity on link a at time t

can be calculated according to the total link departure

flow and the possible inflow on the downstream links,
further, actual departure flow rate of each type is

calculated by actual exit capacity. Therefore, the calcu-

lation way of actual link exit capacity of multiple types

is similar with that of single type.

The upstream link time-dependent exit capacity of

various node types is determined on the basis of the

possible link inflow rate of the downstream links and the

turning flows. To simplify the exposition, we first consider
only two typologies of nodes: ‘‘merging’’ and ‘‘diversion’’.

When considering a diversion node n with entering

link (m,n) and exiting links (n,j), that is, an intersection

with a singleton backward star. The actual link exit

capacity at time t on link (m,n), Cm;n
out tð Þ, is given by:

Cm;n
out tð Þ ¼ min Sm;n

out ;
X

j

X n;j tð Þ;min
j

X n;j tð Þ
Y m;n;j tð Þ=Y m;n tð Þ

 !( )
;

8t; m;nð Þ; (18)

where Ym,n,j (t) is the total turning flow at time t from

link (m,n) to link (n,j), which can be obtained by reac-

tive dynamic user equilibrium algorithm; Y m;n;j kð Þ ¼P
i

pcui�Y
m;n;j
i kð Þ. The first term of the right-hand side

means the time-dependent link exit capacity cannot be

more than the link capacity on link (m,n), Sm;n
out , the

second term means the time-dependent link exit capacity

mustn’t be smaller than the total possible inflow of all

downstream links, the third term shows the time-

dependent link exit capacity is restricted to the possible

link inflow of downstream links, since Cm;n
out tð Þmultiplied

by the proportion of the link turning flow should not

exceed Xn,j (t), the constraint is derived as follows:

Cm;n
out tð Þ � Y

m;n;j tð Þ
Y m;n tð Þ

� X n;j tð Þ;
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)Cm;n
out tð Þ � X n;j tð Þ

Y m;n;j tð Þ
Y m;n tð Þ

: (19)

In order to conform with the link First in First
Out (FIFO) characteristic, this condition must be

satisfied for each of the downstream links, therefore, the

time-dependent link exit capacity is less than

min
bj

X n;j tð Þ=Y m;n;j tð Þ=Y m;n tð Þð Þ:
When considering a merging node n with entering

links (m,n) and exiting links (n,j), that is an intersection

with a singleton forward star, the link exit capacity at

time interval t on link (m,n) is given by:

Cm;n
out tð Þ ¼ min Sm;n

out ; kn;j tð Þ � X n;j tð Þ
n o

; 8t; m; nð Þ; (20)

where: kn;j tð Þ expresses the supply flow on link (m, n)

at time t from the downstream link (n,j). One assumes

kn;j tð Þ ¼ Sm;n
outP

m

Sm;n
out

, the kn;j tð Þ is calculated in using the

method presented by Kuwahara and Akamatsu (2001)

and Gentile et al. (2007) too.

When considering a generic node n �N with

entering links a1; � � � ; ai and exiting links b1; � � � ; bj,

the time-dependent link exit capacity can be expressed

as follows:

Cm;n
out tð Þ ¼ min Sm;n

out ;
X

j

kn;j tð ÞX n;j tð Þ;
(

min
j

kn;j tð Þ
Y m;n;j tð Þ=Y n;j tð Þ

X n;j tð Þ
 !)

; 8t; m;nð Þ: (21)

The second term of the right-hand side means the

total supply flow at time t on link (m,n) is provided by

the downstream links. The third term of the right-hand
side shows the minimum flow of upstream link (m,n)

accepted by the downstream links in order to conform

with the link FIFO characteristic. The above equation

is consistent with the calculation methods of both

merging and diversion nodes.

1.6. Actual link-destination flow

The actual link exit flow rate of type i at time t on link

(m, n) for destination s is written as follows:

vm;n;s
i tð Þ ¼

Y m;n;s
i tð Þ

Y m;n tð Þ � C
m;n
out tð Þ if Y m;n tð Þ > Cm;n

out tð Þ;
Y m;n;s

i tð Þ otherwise;

(

8 m;nð Þ; i; t; s; (22)

where Y m;n;s
i tð Þ is the possible exit flow of type i on link

(m,n) for destination s at time t and vm;n;s
i tð Þ is the actual

exit flow of type i on link (m,n) for destination s at time t.

The node flow conservation equation can be

expressed as follows:

X

j

u
n;j;s
i tð Þ ¼

X

m

vm;n;s
i tð Þ þ qn;s

i tð Þ;

8n 6¼ s; i; t; (23)

where qn;s
i tð Þ is the trip rate of type i generated from

node n to destination s at time t (given) and u
n;j;s
i tð Þ is

the actual inflow of type i on link (n,j) for destination s

at time t.

1.7. Link instantaneous travel time

When the link has the different exit and entry
capacities, the method of the link instantaneous travel

time for single-vehicle type given by Kuwahara and

Akamatsu (2001) cannot give the link instantaneous

travel time for multiple-vehicle types. In order to

calculate the link instantaneous travel time of each

type, a simple method is given as below.

First, one assumes that mixed queue on links is

at jam density. The mixed queue length on link (m,n),
qlm;n tð Þ is equal to the total queue number on link

(m,n), and qm;n tð Þ, divided by the jam density at time t,

as one can see:

qlm;n tð Þ ¼ qm;n tð Þ
k

jam
tot

; 8t; m;nð Þ; (24)

where: qm;n tð Þ ¼
P

i

pcui � q
m;n
i tð Þ.

The travel delay of type i, tm,n
i (t), on link (n,m) is

a sum of two components: the free flow time of type i

on link (n,m) and the queuing delay incurred by a

vehicle that enters link (n,m) at time t. This is

expressed in the following equation:

tm;n
i tð Þ ¼ lm;n � qlm;n tð Þ

vi

þ qlm;n tð Þ
sm;n vm;n tð Þð Þ

;

8t; i; m; nð Þ; (25)

where: sm;n vm;n tð Þð Þ is the speed of the mixed queue on

link (n,m) at time t; vm;n tð Þ is total link exit flow on link

(n,m) at time t; vm;n tð Þ ¼
P
i;s

pcui�v
m;n;s
i tð Þ, the speed of

the mixed queue can be known as a function of

the total exit flow rate in congested region as below:

sm;n vm;n tð Þð Þ ¼ vm;n tð Þ

k
jam
tot �

vm;n tð Þ
wtot

: (26)

2. Multiple-vehicle type reactive user equilibrium
condition

The instantaneous travel time to traverse path p

from node m to destination s for travelers of type i at
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time t, t
p;ms
i tð Þ, is calculated in using the following

function:

t
p;ms
i tð Þ ¼

X

mn2Pms

tmn
i tð Þ; 8t; i; p 2 Pms: (27)

where: Pms is the path set from node m to destination s.

For each vehicle type of travelers and for each

node�destination pair, the instantaneous path travel

time for each type of travelers is equal and minimum
and less than (or equal to) the instantaneous path

travel time for each type of travelers on any unused

paths. Further, each type of travelers of follow reactive

user equilibrium condition, expressed as follows:

t
p;ms
i t; f �ð Þ ¼ tms

min;i tð Þ if f
p;ms�

i tð Þ > 0;

> tms
min;i tð Þ if f

p;ms�

i tð Þ ¼ 0;

(

8p; s;m 6¼ s; t; (28)

X

p

f
p;ms�

i tð Þ¼ qms
i tð Þ ; 8p; s;m 6¼ s; t; (29)

f
p;ms�

i tð Þ > 0; 8p; s;m 6¼ s; t; (30)

where: f
p;ms�

i tð Þ is the inflow rate of the travelers for

type i entering into path p between node m and
destination s at time t; qms

i tð Þ is the demand of type

i between node m and destination s at time t;

tms
min;i tð Þ ¼ min t

p;ms
i tð Þ; p 2 Pmsf g is the minimum in-

stantaneous travel time of travelers of type i between

node m and destination s at time t. Eqn (29) represents

the flow conservation of travelers of type i between

node m and destination s at time t, and Eqn (30)

represents the nonnegativity of all path inflow rates.

3. Algorithm

Following Kuwahara and Akamatsu (1997, 2001), one
iterative algorithm is used to calculate multiple-vehicle
type reactive dynamic user equilibrium condition. The
overall idea of algorithm can be described as follows:
According to the instantaneous link travel time, each
vehicle type of travelers at each decision node chooses
the downstream turning link for each time interval.
The proposed algorithm is explained step by step as
follows:

Step 1: Initialize tm;n
i tð Þ ¼ lm;n

vi
, and according to

the origin and destination the virtual links is gener-

ated, t �0.

Set d as dBminm;n;i
lm;n

vi

n o
.

Step 2: Calculate the possible inflow, Xm,n(t),

and outflow, Ym,n(t) by Eqs (14, 15 and 17) at time

interval t.

Step 3: Find the shortest path of type i from
node m to destination s based on tm,n

i (t), and give

Ym,n,j(t) for all link (m,n) and destination s from the

shortest path search.

Step 4: Calculate the time-dependent link exit

capacity, Cm,n
out (t) by Eqn (21) and further determine

the actual link outflow vm;n;s
i tð Þ by Eqn (22).

Step 5: Determine the total arrival flow
P
m

vm;n;s
i tð Þ þ qr;s

i tð Þ by Eqn (23) and further load the

flow onto a link starting from node m on the shortest
path, u

n;j;s
i tð Þ ¼

P
m

vm;n;s
i tð Þ þ qr;s

i tð Þ.
Step 6: Calculate the total link queue number

and then determine tm;n
i tð Þ by Eqns (24 and 25).

Step 7: Update t ¼ tþ d, return to Step 2 if t is

less than at the end of the study period; otherwise stop.

4. Simulation

The network shown in Figure 2 has 13 nodes, 19 links,

and 2 OD pairs: (1,11), (3,13). Table 1 gives six path-

link series between origin 3 and destination 13 and

four path-link series between node 2 and destination

11. Two different types on the network are passenger

cars and trucks, respectively. The passenger car
equivalents parameter of passenger cars and trucks

is Pcu � 1 and Pcut � 2, respectively. One assumes

that every arc m;nð Þ 2 A is characterized by wmn
tot ¼

80 km=h, kmn
jam ¼ 200 veh=km. The free flow speed of

passenger cars and trucks is 80 and 50 km/h,

respectively. The time interval length is 0.01 h.

The given demand is as follows:

qm
1;11ð Þ tð Þ ¼

5000 � sin t� 1
0:3

� �
; m ¼ car; 0:1 � t � 0:4;

2500 � sin t� 1
0:3

� �
; m ¼ truck; 0:1 � t � 0:4;

8
<

:

qm
3;13ð Þ tð Þ ¼ 4000; m ¼ car; 0:05 � t � 0:5;

2400; m ¼ truck; 0:05 � t � 0:5:

�

Figures 3 and 4 give the inflows and the outflows

of car and truck on links 2 and 18 and the

instantaneous travel time of six paths (in Table 1)
between OD pair (3 and 13), respectively. The X axis

represents time, the first and second Y axis express the

path travel time and link inflow rate, respectively.

First of all, the inflows of car and truck on link 18

are 2728 veh/h and 1636 veh/h, respectively, during

period (0.05 and 0.48) and total inflow is equal to the link

entry capacity (6000 veh/h) on link 18 in Figures 3 and 4.

After time 0.48, one can find the car and the truck
inflows on link 18 suddenly decline because the queue on

link 18 which back up the link entry after time 0.48

results in the reduction of the total possible inflow on

link 18, further the reduction of the car and truck inflows

on link 18 is induced. One can find that dynamic queue

model in the paper can reflect physical queue conditions.

According to Figure 3, first, one can find the

flows of car entirely enter into the link 18 during
period (0.05 and 0.5), the reason is that the instanta-

neous travel time of car on path OD2�1 between OD

pair (3 and 13) is minimal during period (0.05 and
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0.5), and the link 18 is the first link of path OD2�1

between OD pair (3 and 13) (in Table 1). Further, after

time 0.05, the instantaneous travel time of car on path

OD2�2 between OD pair (3 and 13) become minimal,

thus the flows of car start to turn into the first link 2

of path OD2�2 between OD pair (3 and 13), and at

the same time, the inflow of car on link 18 disappear.

From Figure 4, the instantaneous travel time of

the truck on path OD2�1 between OD pair (3 and 13)

is minimal during the whole study period, so the truck

travelers will choose path OD2�1 between OD pair

(3 and 13) to travel, then the flows of truck enter into

the first link 18 of path OD2�1 between OD pair

(3 and 13), and at the same time, the inflows of truck

on link 2 do not occur.

According to the above example, one can find the

travelers of the car and the truck always choose

minimal instantaneous travel time path to travel at

each time interval between one OD pair. In other

words, the travelers by car and truck follow the

reactive dynamic user equilibrium condition.

Meanwhile, in order to reflect the travel choice

behaviors at the nodes (not origin) of network,

Figures 5 and 6 give the inflows and the outflows of

car and truck on links 12 and 17, and the instanta-

neous travel time of four paths (in Table 1) from node

2 to destination 11, respectively.

From Figure 5, because the instantaneous travel

time of car on path OD3�1 from node 2 to destination

11 is minimal until time 0.67, the car travelers enter

entirely into the first link 17 of the path OD3�1

between node 2 and destination 11 (in Table 1).

Then the instantaneous travel time of the car on path

OD3�2 between node 2 and destination 11 become

minimal after time 0.67, and the flows of car turn into

the first link 12 of path OD3�2 between node 2 and

destination 11. Similarly, according to Figure 6, the

instantaneous travel time of the truck on path OD3�1

between node 2 and destination 11 is minimal until

time 0.73, thus the truck travelers enter into the first

link 17 of the path OD3�1 between node 2 and

destination 11. After time 0.73, the instantaneous travel

time of the truck on path OD3�2 between node 2 and

destination 11 become minimal, thus the truck travelers

turn into the first link 12 of path OD3�2.

According to the explanations of Figures 5

and 6, one can find the travelers of car and truck

Table 1. Path-link series

From origin 3 to

destination 13

From node 2 to

destination 11

Path code Path-link series Path code Path-link series

OD2�1 18�19�9 OD3�1 17�15

OD2�2 2�11�19�9 OD3�2 12�4�5�15

OD2�3 18�6�7�16 OD3�3 12�4�14�8

OD2�4 2�3�4�14�16 OD3�4 12�13�7�8

OD2�5 2�3�13�7�16

OD2�6 2�11�6�7�16

Link code (link length, link, incapacity, link exit capacity)

1

1(6.2, 
6000,4000)

2

3

2(12.8,
6000,3200)

4

3(17.7,
6000,3100)

5

4(17.6,
6000,3000)

6

5(17,
6000, 3400)

7

8

6(14.1,
6000, 3000)

9

7(17.9,
6000, 3400)

10

8(19.6,
3100)

11

12

9(10.5,
6000,3400)

13

10(13.6,
6000, 3400)

11(17.6,
6000, 3200)

12(3.0,
6000,3000)

13(12.9,
6000, 3200)

14(16.4,
6000, 3300)

15(12.7,
6000, 3100)

16(18.2,
6000, 3400)

17( 25. 0, 6000, 800)

18( 5. 0, 6000, 2000)

19( 19. 8, 6000, 3300)

Fig. 2. Simulation network
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always choose minimal instantaneous travel time path

to travel at each time interval at decision node 2, on

the other hand, the travelers of car and truck both

follow the reactive dynamic user equilibrium condi-

tion at each time interval at the decision node.

Conclusions

The paper extends the single-vehicle type reactive

dynamic user equilibrium with physical queue to

multiple-vehicle type one so as to describe the multi-

type dynamic queue backing up phenomena.

Based on the single-type cumulative curve given

by Newell (1993), further the multiple-vehicle type
kinematic wave theory is analyzed and multiple-

vehicle type reactive dynamic user equilibrium condi-

tion with physical queue is presented.

Finally, a simple algorithm is proposed, and the

results show dynamic traffic model based on the

cumulative flow can reflect physical queue condi-

tions. Further, car and truck travelers always choose

minimal instantaneous travel time path to travel at

each time interval at each decision node, and the

multiple-vehicle type reactive dynamic user equili-

brium condition can be satisfied at each time interval

at each decision node.
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